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Introduction: After the landing of NASA’s InSight 

mission in November 2018 [1], data from the Seismic 

Experiment for Interior Structure (SEIS) [2] have been 

collected and recent receiver function [2, 3] and 

autocorrelation analyses [3, 4, 5] provided constraints 

on the crustal thickness and structure beneath the 

InSight landing site. In this work, in order to improve 

constraints on the crustal structure, we aim to find and 

analyze new seismic phases generated from the 

shallower crustal layer at 8 ± 2 km [2, 3] below the 

lander site, hereafter referred to as layer 1. 

We investigate the SH-wave reflections generated 

from layer 1, and constrain the SH-wave velocity and 

the layer thickness. We then compare our results with 

the models from the receiver function studies to further 

constrain the crustal structures and reveal new features. 

Data and Methods: Following the direct S-wave 

generated by teleseismic events, observable phases 

include reflected waves bouncing between the free 

surface and crustal discontinuities on both the source- 

and the receiver-side. For horizontally polarized 

incoming S-waves (Fig. 1), there are no P-wave 

transmissions on horizontal discontinuities and SH-

wave reflections are the dominant phases on the 

tangential component of the seismogram. The 

differential travel-time between the direct SH phase (Ss) 

and the SH-wave reflection (SsSs) can be used to 

constrain the S-wave speed and thickness of the layer 

based on ray theory: 

  𝑇𝑆𝑠𝑆𝑠−𝑆𝑠 = 2𝐻(
1

𝑉𝑆𝐻
2 − 𝑝𝛽𝑆𝐻

2 )1/2,                   (1) 

where 𝑝𝛽𝑆𝐻
 is the horizontal slowness (ray parameter) 

of the incident SH-wave, 𝑉𝑆𝐻  is the average SH-wave 

speed in the layer, and H is the overall layer thickness. 

 
Figure 1: Ray paths for the SH-wave reflections 

From Sol 105, when the first low-frequency 

marsquake was recorded by SEIS, to Sol 1094, a total 

of 83 broadband and low-frequency events were 

detected [6, 7]. Ten of them are rated as quality-A events 

with constraints on both their epicentral distance and 

back azimuth. We study marsquakes (eight out of ten) 

with epicentral distances smaller than 60 degrees to 

avoid interferences with mantle triplications generated 

by the olivine to the wadsleyite phase transition that 

occurs at ~ 1000 km depth on Mars [8]. 

Although all eight events show a coherent negative 

signal at around 10-12 seconds after the direct SH phase, 

four of them (S0820a, S0864a, S1015f, and S1022a) are 

not as high-quality as the others. Therefore we mainly 

focus on the other four events (S0173a, S0235b, S0809a, 

and S1048d) with relatively clear signals (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2: Recorded S-wave seismogram (tangential 

component, velocity data), and the P-wave particle 

motion (indicating back azimuth) for event S0235b. 

All events with clear negative signals show coherent 

arrivals at around 10-12 seconds (Fig. 2), although there 

are some interferences from other phases. This 

consistency implies that the negative phase is less 

dependent on the focal depths and thus we interpret it as 

coming from a common crustal structure at the receiver 

side (SH-wave reflections). 

To constrain the model parameters, we sampled the 

SH-wave speed (from 0.8 km/s to 2.4 km/s with an 

interval of 0.01 km/s) and thickness (from 4 km to 14 

km with an interval of 0.05 km) of layer 1. At each grid 

cell, we calculated synthetic waveforms, and calculate 

the cross-correlation coefficient between the synthetics 

and the data (after deconvolution of its source wavelet).  

S-wave velocity: The cross-correlation maps are 

shown in Fig. 3a. Models in the red regions have higher 

cross-correlation coefficients and are thus more 

acceptable than models in the blue regions. To extract 

the acceptable region of the model space, we set both a 

strict cross-correlation coefficient threshold of 0.79 (red 

curve in Fig. 3a and 3b) and a slightly looser threshold 

of 0.76 (blue curve in Fig. 3a and 3b). 

Our study provides constraints on SH-wave velocity 

using SH-wave reflections, which can be compared to 

the 40,000 acceptable crustal models of Knapmeyer-
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Endrun et al. [3]. Here, we plotted the distribution of S-

wave speed and thickness for layer 1 using those 40,000 

models. The models are roughly located along a sub-

linear trend reflecting the trade-offs between the wave 

speed and layer thickness (Fig. 3b). 

We superimposed the acceptable model space 

regions determined from our SH-wave reflections 

analysis for the strict and loose thresholds (red and blue 

lines in Fig. 3b). Results show that the range of 

acceptable parameters determined from our SH-wave 

analysis does not intersect with the majority of the 

40,000 models from Knapmeyer-Endrun et al. [3], for 

both the strict and loose thresholds. More specifically, 

for each layer thickness, the acceptable S-wave speeds 

from the SH-wave reflections are systematically lower 

than those from the receiver function study. Since the 

receiver function analysis is sensitive to vertically 

polarized S-waves (SV),  we interpret this difference in 

wave speed as the signature of seismic anisotropy. 

 
Figure 3: (a) Summed cross-correlation map for SH-

wave reflections. (b) Comparison between models from 

the receiver function study (colored dots) and the 

acceptable model regions constrained by SH-wave 

reflections, with loose and strict thresholds. (c) 

Distribution of radial anisotropy for the strict threshold. 

Crustal Anisotropy: To quantify the radial 

anisotropy amplitude, we sampled the VSV and VSH 

models to calculate the anisotropy coefficient 𝜉 =
(𝑉𝑆𝐻/𝑉𝑆𝑉)2. Fig. 3c shows the 𝜉 distributions with the 

strict VSH threshold where the 𝜉 values are concentrated 

between 0.7 and 0.9, corresponding to VSH < VSV with 

10% to 30% anisotropy. 

To model the observed anisotropy [8, 9], we 

consider a situation of preferred alignment of inclusions, 

which can represent various situations (e.g., inclusions 

of or pore space or gas-filled space, melt pockets, fluids 

cement, with different physical parameters). The model 

setup is shown in Fig. 4a: an isotropic background 

matrix (VP = 2.8 km/s, VS = 1.4 km/s) is reinforced with 

isotropic oblate spheroidal inclusions with a horizontal 

symmetry axis, resulting in a composite that is 

(horizontally) transversely isotropic. 

Three example models are considered, representing 

dry gas filled (VP = 0.26 km/s, VS = 0 km/s) or fluid-

filled (VP = 1.5 km/s, VS = 0 km/s, Fig. 4b) 

cracks/fractures, and inclusions with a faster seismic 

velocity (VP = 6.3 km/s, VS = 3.4 km/s). All of these 

reproduce 𝜉 values compatible with our observation.  

 
Figure 4: Proposed mechanism for the measured 

anisotropy in Layer 1 at the InSight lander site. (a) 

Model setup. (b) S-wave anisotropy and orientation of 

fast shear-wave. 

Summary: We made the first detection of SH-wave 

reflections on the tangential component for quality-A 

marsquakes with epicentral distances smaller than 60 

degrees, which helps constrain the crust at the lander site. 

Specifically, we found coherent signals from events that 

appear to be independent of the focal depth and are 

consistent with SH-wave reflections off the first crustal 

interface (layer 1). This phase confirms the existence of 

the ~8 km interface in the crust and the large wave speed 

(or impedance) contrast across it. 

The range of acceptable parameters determined 

from the analysis of horizontally polarized SH-waves 

does not intersect with the majority of the models from 

a previous receiver function study, which constrains the 

speed of SV waves [3]. We propose that this 

inconsistency results from the presence of seismic 

anisotropy within the top crustal layer at the lander site. 

Modeling results show that dry or fluid-filled 

cracks/fractures, and igneous inclusions can reproduce 

the observed radial anisotropy (VSV>VSH). 

Next steps: A joint inversion with the constraints 

from density studies could help better determine the 

aspect ratio, wave speed, and volume fraction of the 

inclusions, potentially enabling us to distinguish 

between these mechanisms. More high-quality 

marsquakes with a larger range of back-azimuth 

variation would help further study the azimuthal 

anisotropy and better contain the elastic properties of 

the Martian crust. 
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